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Abstract. In international automobile communities, cooperative, connected and auto-
mated mobility have been discussed. For actual implementations of those schemes in
the road infrastructure, an effective separation of information types such as static geo-
graphical properties and dynamic vehicle movements and its integration is necessary to
prevent potential accidents in an early stage. As a de facto international standard in
progress, European Commission has supported the layered data structure depending on
the spatio-temporal characteristics of things on the road to manage static and dynamic
data with different updating time cycles, known as Local Dynamic Map, and recently
technical problems to realize its actual implementation were discussed as issues need to
be solved. In this paper, we proposed a compact representation method of geographical
vehicle positions by using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) integrated with the Geohash
geographical encoding of target vehicles in the aim of a significant reduction of computa-
tional cost to prevent a serious communication delay. In the computer experiment, our
proposed method was validated in the platform of the Robot Operating System (ROS).
The comparative analysis with other traditional methods demonstrated that the proposed
method clearly reduced the computational time three times smaller than others in cases of
two vehicles and the same tendency was observed even if the number of vehicles increas-
es. Therefore, the BDD-based formulation might be applicable not only for an effective
geographical encoding but also for conflict management in traffic scenarios.
Keywords: Local Dynamic Map, Binary decision diagram, Cooperative intelligent
transport system, Lanelet, CoincarSIM

1. Introduction. Recently, automated driving is a hot topic. According to SAE (Society
of Automotive Engineers) International in the United States, the international standard
SAE J3016 was published in 2014 in the first place, revised three times and released in the
form of the latest version in 2021 [1], which defines ADAS (Advanced Driving Assistance
System) and ADS (Automated Driving System) clearly. Simultaneously, European Com-
mission has strongly promoted industry-government-academia research group projects on
intelligent transport systems in the framework of Horizon 2020, which focused on domains
of CCAM (Cooperative, Connected and Automated Mobility) and C-ITS (Cooperative
Intelligent Transport Systems) [2, 3] with white papers and reports in 2017-2018. In the
aim of the establishment of sustainable mobility extended from technological aspects, they
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have encouraged a developmental process from three evolutions as C-ITS, CV (Connect-
ed Vehicles) and AV (Automated Vehicles) to an effective CCAM realization in society.
One of the interesting common framework designs is the concept of the Local Dynam-
ic Map (LDM) which realizes a plausible C-ITS in consideration of Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) communications, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications and Vehicle-to-
Person (V2P) communications to prevent potential accidents. Therefore, nearby vehicle
detection in possible traffic scenarios is the most frequent communication in the actual
LDM implementation [4-6]. As Yeo et al. [7] demonstrated, sensor-based vehicle detection
techniques were developed as to be sufficient to an automatic traffic monitoring, which
is a basement technology of the LDM. In the consideration of the LDM implementation
in the system level, GIS (Geographical Information Systems) database is necessary for
managing multiple vehicle locations and SQL (Structured Query Language) queries as-
sist to detect potential risks in accordance with traffic scenarios. In the C-ITS station,
road conditions and actual situations will be monitored based on the world model [8, 9].
Indeed, PostgreSQL [10] and PostGIS [11] are frequently introduced for the LDM data-
base as examined in the work of Shimada et al. [4]. They implemented the LDM as a
part of the SAFESPOT project [8] and evaluated its response time of SQL queries with
respect to the number of vehicles in the collision detection task. Although the LDM re-
quires the layered data structure for improvements in transparency and accountability,
the complexity of data structure lies a potential problem on limitations of the computa-
tion time in the database. As Eggert et al. [5] noticed, a single layered structure is simple
and effective to minimize necessary computation time, and then they proposed a fully
interconnected graph-based representation to realize the Relational Local Dynamic Maps
(R-LDM) based on a world model by interconnected structures on spatial, temporal, and
semantic attributes for ADAS and ADS analyses. A breakthrough is expected to solve the
trade-off problem between enrichment capabilities in layered data structure and reduction
strategies in computational cost.
Interestingly, there is another trend in safety-critical software and hardware system

evaluations by using formal verification techniques such as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
and symbolic model checking [12]. The formal verification has been developed as a method
for inspections of systems prior to release and shipment, and recently it is highlighted to be
an effective method embedded in systems in operation and social infrastructures to detect
safety-critical events according to potential scenarios [13-15] including cases focusing on
road traffic rules and scenarios [16-18]. In the field of LTL and model checking, a Binary
Decision Diagram (BDD) is frequently introduced to minimize computational cost [19, 20],
which can provide a compressed representation of the sets as relations. If a BDD based
minimization of the computational cost in critical event detections for moving vehicles in
dynamic environments, it will be a breakthrough to solve the trade-off problem in LDM
and contributes to enhancing an actual implementation of LDM accessing the Relational
Database Management System (RDBMS) even it is a layered data structure.
According to the hypothesis that an effective BDD based minimization of the com-

putational cost is possible under the condition that a suitable GIS representation can
be proposed, this paper focused on its realization and the comparative analysis of com-
putation time between cases of the traditional way for representing geographical vehicle
positions for the nearby vehicle detection and the proposed way. The rest of the paper is
structured as follows. Section 2 introduced the LDM concept and basement technologies
including BDD. Section 3 presented our hypothesis and essential points of the proposed
method. Section 4 described experimental conditions and computer experiments demon-
strated in the ROS (Robot Operating System). Finally, Section 5 summarized the results
and the future direction as conclusion.
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2. Local Dynamic Map (LDM) and Basement Technologies.

2.1. LDM concept. As described above, LDM is a critical component for the realiza-
tion of C-ITS that was standardized by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute) [21] and ISO (International Organization for Standardization) [22], because the
system has to integrate various information spatial and temporal domains. Thus, V2V
and V2I commonly require geographical positions of things in the road with respect to
the environmental (road) conditions and circumstances. For example, the SAFESPOT
project [8] introduced LDM scheme for the management of traffic scenarios. The LDM
consists of the following four layers as follows:

Layer 1. (Static) Information which is basically sustainable such as road construction and
its geographical information for the navigation (e.g., roads, lanes, buildings and
other yearly updating information);

Layer 2. (Semi-static) Information which is expected to be updated depending on road
conditions (e.g., traffic bans in plan, road repairing in plan, broad-area weather
forecasting and other monthly updating information);

Layer 3. (Semi-dynamic) Information which is updated depending on moving object con-
ditions (e.g., traffic accidents, road repairing, weather forecasting in a local area
and other daily updating information);

Layer 4. (Dynamic) Information like ITS predictions on vehicles, pedestrians, traffic sig-
nals and other highly dynamic objects (e.g., vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles,
pedestrians and other sec/min/hour-order updating information).

2.2. Geohash. Geohash is a public domain geocode system presented by Niemeyer [23] in
2008 and a similar proposal was done by Morton [24] in 1966. In the code, a geographical
position is represented by strings composed of letters and digits and the string length
controls the size of the target geographical area as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Geographical size of Geohash encoding

#Label in Geohash
Distance in north
and south [m]

Distance in east
and west [m]

An Geohash example

1 4989600 4050000 w
2 623700 1012500 wy
3 155925 126562.5 wyh
4 19490.625 31640.625 wyhb
5 4872.65625 3955.07813 wyhby
6 609.082031 988.769531 wyhby3
7 152.270508 123.596191 wyhby3k
8 19.0338135 30.8990479 wyhby3kf
9 4.75845337 3.86238098 wyhby3kf5
10 0.59480667 0.96559525 wyhby3kf5f
11 0.14870167 0.12069941 wyhby3kf5fs

12
0.01858771

(≈ 1.86 [cm])
0.03017485

(≈ 3.02 [cm])
wyhby3kf5fst

Therefore, Geohash provides a discrete representation of geographical positions and the
resolution of the spatial mesh can be flexibly decided depending on requirements of the
target problem.

2.3. BDD and related methods. BDD is a data structure to represent a Boolean
function in the form of a graph [19, 20], which can provide a compressed representation of
the sets as relations. As a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), the graph-based representation
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Figure 1. Boolean functions to represent F = (a ∧ b) ∨ ¬c in cases of the
binary tree (A) and a compact BDD (B) [28]

consists of two terminal nodes, as ‘false (0)’ or ‘true (1)’, and branch nodes. Each branch
node represents a Boolean variable such as xi which has two children branch nodes as
‘low’ and ‘high’ separately (Figure 1). In a well-ordered BDD, all variables from a root
node to children nodes can be represented systematically and the reduced BDD can be
obtained by minimizing of redundancy in the representation according to the following
rules:

1) Merge any isomorphic subgraphs;
2) Eliminate any nodes to have two children nodes as isomorphic.

As a more sophisticated way, ROBDD (Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram)
[19, 20] can be introduced. ROBDD is always canonical, which provides a unique repre-
sentation for the given variable order. Further discussion for the compaction can be found
[25], which was highlighted in a significant reduction of computational cost in quantum
computing by using a specific method called DD package [26].
In the consideration of minimization of computation time, a Shared Binary Decision Di-

agram (SBDD) can be used. It is a representation of the target multiple-output function,
the nodes are shared among BDDs representing the various outputs and a partitioned
SBDD consists of two or more SBDDs that share nodes, which can be obtained system-
atically in an optimized way [27]. The reduction of nodes to represent the same function
indicates the reduction of computation time.

3. Hypothesis.

3.1. Summary of the hypothesis. In consideration of a minimization of the geograph-
ical position representation to reduce computational cost including operations in the risk
detection, we focused on two points as:

(i) Area-based detection of nearby objects, instead of point-based positions;
(ii) Logical operations by Boolean functions, instead of operations with the floating-point

arithmetic processing.

In the point (i), it enables the minimization of the data size if the accuracy level is clearly
defined and guaranteed. In the point (ii), there is a possibility to reduce a computational
cost if the shared binary decision diagram can be introduced for the detection of nearby
objects. In this sense, it can be hypothesized that the encoding of geographical positions
into Boolean values and a calculation in the form of Boolean functions are beneficial to
reduce the computational time [29, 30].
In the work of Shimada et al. [4], they implemented the LDM and evaluated its response

time of SQL queries with respect to the number of vehicles in the collision detection task.
The collision detection of vehicles was relying on a classical warning algorithm for rear-
end collisions proposed by Burgett et al. [31], which was initially designed for providing
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an alert to human drivers. The warning algorithm calculates the stopping distance de-
rived from vehicle speeds, acceleration/deceleration and vehicle-to-vehicle local distance
measured by on-vehicle sensors, which presumably require a floating-point arithmetic
processing of sensor real values if it is implemented in a V2V system. Thus, the computa-
tional cost needs to be evaluated in comparison with cases of the floating-point real value
representation of geographical positions in the world model.

3.2. Proposed method as an integration of Geohash and BDD. According to
reports to propose ADS international standards [1, 2], it is known that a high-precision
3D map is formulated as a cm-resolution of the geographical information [32]. Referring
to Geohash (Table 1), it indicates that 12 digits/letters are enough for the representation
of moving entities in the sense of ADS and C-ITS, which corresponds to the bottom of
Table 1. By using Geohash encoding, a nearby position detection among different objects
is easily verified by the comparison of the Geohash code as a string, the accuracy level
can flexibly change depending on the number of digits/letters in the code.

In the proposed method, a single SBDD (Figure 1) was used for the integration of
the Geohash-based geographical representation, which is able to verify multiple vehicle
positions and then the graph representation is optimized by using the SBDD procedure.

For the integration in the proposed method, a Geohash code was converted from char-
acters (a-z) and digits (0-9) to the binary representation by using a conversion table
as ‘0’:(00 000), . . ., ‘9’:(01 001), ‘b’:(01 010), . . ., ‘z’:(11 111), which eliminates specific
characters as {‘a’, ‘i’, ‘l’, ‘o’} according to the Geohash definition. Thus, five Boolean
variables were applied to representing each character of the target Geohash code, and
then the converted Boolean representation represents a geographical position in the world
model consistently. Depending on the given length of the Geohash code, the position ac-
curacy is determined. For the utilization to the LDM vehicle management in the proposed
method, procedures were designed as follows.

1) Geographical position conversion: (latitude, longitude) to Geohash code,
e.g., (33.88919521551, 130.71065559849) is represented as Geohash of ‘wyhby3kdbeyd’.

2) Boolean expression conversion of Geohash code for the BDD procedure as hashing,
e.g., Boolean expression for Geohash ‘wy’ as a part of the given code is ‘(x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3
∧ ∼ x4∧ ∼ x5) ∨ (x1 ∧ x2 ∧ x3 ∧ x4∧ ∼ x5)’.

3) Construction of the shared BDD for a given Boolean expression. To combine two (or
more) positions of target vehicles, a disjunction operation is used in the BDD, which
is equivalent to a union operation in the set theory.

4. Computer Experiment and Results.

4.1. ROS based implementation of the LDM framework. Lanelet road network
framework [33-35] was modified for the current purpose to integrate the CoInCar-Sim
simulator [36] to manage road scenarios, and a geographical map for vehicles was derived
from the open-source map project known as Open Street Map (OSM). The OSM data for-
mat was transformed to our customized Lanelet system working on the Robot Operating
System (ROS) as shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Numerical comparisons. For the validation, we compared computational costs in
multiple conditions. The experiments were done in the computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)
i9-9900K CPU (3.60GHz) having 64 GB RAM. Different calculation methods were applied
to the validation of computational costs.

For the validated comparison, at least, three conditions are necessary, such as a condi-
tion equivalent to the traditional implementation as demonstrated by Shimada et al. [4]
(floating-point real value representation: ‘F’), discrete spatial representation as Geohash
(Geohash only: ‘G’) and the proposed method as the integration of BDD and Geohash
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Figure 2. An ROS-based demonstration of the LDM system with four
vehicles moving on the road, which was implemented in the modified Lanelet
associated with the CoincarSIM. It was used for the validation framework
of the proposed method. v1, v2, v3 and v4 represent respectively vehicle1,
vehicle2, vehicle3 and vehicle4.
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Figure 3. Comparison among different calculation methods in computa-
tional costs. Position verifications of multiple vehicles by using the floating-
point number (F), Geohash code string without BDDs (G) and the proposed
method (P) were shown in each panel. Each average elapsed time was ob-
tained from 100 trials in each condition and the error denotes the standard
deviation.

(proposed method: ‘P’) as discussed in Section 3.1. The comparison between ‘F’ and
‘G’ indicates the effectiveness of discrete representations of spatial locations with respect
to the continuous representations. The comparison between ‘G’ and ‘P’ indicates the
effectiveness of the BDD implementation with respect to the calculation without BDD.
Figure 3 showed the average time to compute from 100 trials in each condition. In the

condition of the floating-point number comparison (‘F’ in the figure panel), geographical
positions of vehicles were represented by the floating-point number, and the ordinary
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arithmetic calculation was used for the detection of nearby vehicles. In the Geohash
condition without any BBD scheme (‘G’ in the figure panel), geographical positions of
vehicles were represented by the Geohash encoding as a string and the string operation
was used for the detection of nearby vehicles. The proposed method (‘P’ in the figure
panel) was implemented as described in Section 3.1.

Interestingly, computation time in conditions of F and G was almost three times larger
than the proposed method in the case of two-vehicle interactions (Figure 3). The tendency
was consistent in any combinations of vehicles (Figure 3(a)). In the comparison with
various numbers of vehicles, the proposed method (‘P’) took the computation time as 12.1
[µs] (two vehicles), 15.23 [µs] (three vehicles), and 21.43 [µs] (four vehicles). This increase
rate was significantly low in comparison with other methods as shown in Figure 3(b). This
result clearly proved that our hypothesis was valid and the proposed method effectively
reduces the necessary computation time even with an increase of the number of vehicles.

5. Conclusion. We hypothesized that the integration of Geohash encoding of geograph-
ical positions of vehicles and the shared BDD minimizes the computation time in the
verification of multiple vehicle positions, and successfully established the testable frame-
work based on ROS with modified Lanelet system [33-35] and CoInCar-SIM-based scenario
manager [36]. Results of computer experiments clearly demonstrated the effectiveness to
reduce the necessary computational time in comparison with other conventional condi-
tions.

This fact implies that Geohash or discrete representations in the encoding of vehicle
conditions is effective if the shared BDD can be applied. In the analysis of the present
study, we simply applied the proposed method to the position information, while it
may have a new capability for inclusion of other types of information of vehicles in the
further analysis. For example, the string code concept can be upgraded to extended
representations with various vehicle conditions on the road. Integrative representations
with action information (or other semantic information) can be considered such as going-
straight, turning-left, or turning-right. The detection of various interactions can be veri-
fied more specifically with minimum computational cost if semantic and contextual infor-
mation is represented in a discrete way, for example, ‘in-the-same-lane’, ‘in-different-lane’,
and ‘approaching-to-intersection’. Therefore, this approach can contribute to the actual
implementation of the LDM framework in multiple aspects.
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